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Background. The accuracy of physical examination to exclude arterial injury in penetrating trauma to extremities has been well established.
Objectives. To determine whether the accuracy of physical examination to exclude arterial injury is similar to that of a computed
tomography arteriogram (CTA) for different anatomical regions and mechanisms of injury, and in patients with concomitant fractures
compared with those without.
Methods. A retrospective review was conducted on all patients who underwent CTA for penetrating injuries to an extremity between
1 June 2016 and 30 June 2017. The presence of arterial injuries was noted, and these were grouped into anatomical areas. Clinical notes were
reviewed for the presence of hard signs of arterial injury at initial examination.
Results. A total of 220 lower limb and 133 upper limb CTAs were included. The mean patient age was 28.9 years (range 11 - 68). The overall
sensitivity of physical examination in detecting a CTA-confirmed arterial injury was 95.3% (95% confidence interval (CI) 88.4 - 98.7), with a
specificity of 93.9% (95% CI 90.2 - 96.4). Physical examination of the thigh had the highest specificity of 96.4% (95% CI 91.8 - 98.8), followed
by the lower leg at 94.4% (95% CI 81.3 - 99.3), the upper arm at 89.6% (95% CI 79.7 - 95.7) and the forearm at 77.8% (95% CI 40.0 - 97.2).
For gunshot wounds the specificity was 96.1% (95% CI 92.4 - 98.3), while for stab wounds it was 86.8% (95% CI 74.7 - 94.5).
Conclusions. This study agrees with current literature indicating that physical examination has high specificity in detecting arterial injury in
the setting of penetrating trauma to an extremity. However, it shows that the specificity is not equal for all anatomical regions or mechanisms
of injury.
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Penetrating trauma to an extremity (PTE) is a common cause for
emergency department presentations and can cause arterial injury,
which can lead to loss of life or limb.[1,2] The protocol on how to
investigate these patients for arterial injuries has been the topic of
much deliberation over the past three decades.[1,3-7] After the Korean
War, increased awareness of the hazards of missed arterial injuries
after PTE led to decades of liberal use of conventional arteriography
(CA) to exclude arterial injuries.[6] This practice only changed in
the 1990s, when prospective trials confirmed the high accuracy of
physical examination alone in excluding arterial injury in cases of
PTE.[1,6-8] Patients without ‘hard’ signs of arterial injury (pulse deficit,
distal ischaemia, bruit, thrill, large or expanding haematoma, and
active haemorrhage)[7] were no longer subjected to unnecessary
arteriograms.
These studies, however, did not attempt to ascertain whether
physical examination is equally accurate for upper and lower limbs,
or separate anatomical regions, and in the rare event where an arterial
injury could not be diagnosed by physical examination, the specific
mechanism of trauma in these missed injuries was not always specified.
The initial description of computed tomography angiography
(CTA) was in 1992,[9] and subsequent advances in multi-row detectors
and gantry speed made angiography of entire limbs possible during
the first pass of a contrast medium.[10] Studies soon followed that
proved the accuracy of CTA in diagnosing arterial injuries in
penetrating trauma to be comparable to that of CA.[11-15] Despite
previous evidence and because CT scanners became ubiquitous in
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trauma departments, and owing to the convenience of a minimally
invasive and rapid test, CTAs have again become part of the standard
work-up for PTE in some institutions, in patients without any hard
or soft signs of arterial injury.[16,17] The widespread use of CTAs
unnecessarily exposes a patient to a costly examination, as well as
potential harmful effects of radiation and intravenous contrast.

Objectives

To re-evaluate the clinical efficacy of physical examination in
excluding arterial injuries in PTE, as well as to establish this accuracy
for different anatomical regions and mechanisms of injury.

Methods

A retrospective review was conducted on all patients who under
went CTA in the regional trauma centre at Tygerberg Hospital, Cape
Town, South Africa. Ethical approval from the Health Research
Ethical Council (ref. no. #S16/07/119) and institutional approval
from the hospital review board was obtained.
The hospital’s electronic picture archiving and communication
system (iSite; Phillips, Netherlands) was used to review all upper
and lower extremity CTAs done from 1 June 2016 to 30 June 2017.
Patients who had CTAs done for penetrating trauma, from all age
groups, were included. Exclusion criteria were if the CTA was done
for reasons other than penetrating trauma, if the injury fell outside
the proximal defined border for the limb, if there was a delay of
>48 hours to presentation, if the CTA was inconclusive (mostly owing
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to movement or scatter artefacts), if clinical notes concerning the
penetrating injury were unavailable, previous significant penetrating
trauma or arterial injury to the specific limb, and shotgun injuries.
The presence of arterial injuries was recorded, with the specific
artery and type of injury noted. The proximal border of the upper
extremity was defined as the deltopectoral groove, and for the lower
extremity as the inguinal ligament anteriorly, and the horizontal
gluteal crease posteriorly. The CTAs and radiographs were also used to
record the presence of fractures associated with the penetrating injury.
All clinical notes were reviewed to obtain the mechanism of
penetrating injury, anatomical location of penetrating injury and
presence of hard signs of arterial injury. The anatomical location
of the penetrating injury was classified as upper arm, cubital fossa,
forearm, thigh, popliteal fossa or lower leg. If an injury such as a
gunshot wound (GSW) traversed more than one anatomical zone it
was recorded as multiple zones. Doppler ultrasound was not used as
a routine adjunct to measure the ankle brachial index or brachialbrachial index, and was therefore not included.
Data were analysed using Statistica v.13 (TIBCO, USA) and
GraphPad Prism v.6 (GraphPad Software Inc., USA). General
characteristics such as age and gender are reported as means
(standard deviation (SD)) with ranges indicated in parentheses,
or counts with frequencies indicated in parentheses. Sensitivities
and specificities of ‘hard signs’ v. the gold standard of CTA were
calculated using the abovementioned software packages.

Results

Participant demographics

A total of 656 extremity CTAs were done at our institution from
1 June 2016 to 30 June 2017. After exclusions, a total of 345 patients
were included in the study, with a male predominance of 318
patients (92.2%) and 27 female patients (7.8%). The mean (SD) age
of participants was 29 (8.9) years (range 11 - 68). The most frequent
cause of penetrating injury was GSWs, followed by stab wounds, and
the remainder were mostly caused by glass fragments (Fig. 1).
Of the 345 injuries, 128 (37.1%) were in the upper limbs:
90 (26.1%) in the upper arm, 7 (2.0%) in the cubital fossa and 31
(9.0%) in the forearm (Fig. 2). There were 217 (62.9%) penetrating
injuries to the lower limbs: 155 (44.9%) in the thigh, 7 (2.0%) in
n=9 (2.6%)
GSWs
Stabs
Other

n=85 (24.6%)

n=251 (72.8%)

Fig. 1. Mechanism of injury (N=345), mostly GSWs, followed by stabs and
other. (GSWs = gunshot wounds.)
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the popliteal fossa and 52 (15.1%) in the lower leg; 3 injuries (0.9%)
spanned across more than one distinct anatomical zone and were
classified as multiple zones. There were 127 patients (36.8%) who
sustained concomitant fractures, while 218 (63.2%) did not have any
skeletal injuries.

Physical examination v. CTA

A total of 86 patients (24.9%) had arterial injuries as confirmed by
CTA, of whom 81 (94.2%) were reported to have abnormalities on
clinical examination (hard signs of arterial injury or diminished
pulse compared with the contralateral side). Five patients (5.8%) with
arterial injuries, as confirmed by CTA, had no record of hard signs of
arterial bleeding or diminished pulses.
Compared with the gold standard of CTA, physical examination
had a global sensitivity of 95.3% (95% CI 88.39 - 98.70) and a
specificity of 93.85% (95% CI 90.20 - 96.44) (Table 1). Physical
examination of lower limb injuries had on average a higher specificity
compared with upper limb injuries. In patients who sustained a
concomitant fracture, physical examination had a specificity of 98.0%
(95% CI 93.03 - 98.97) to identify a vascular injury, compared with a
specificity of 91.2% (95% CI 95.67 - 95.10) if no fracture was present.
In the current study, a total of 5 patients’ arterial injuries were
missed by physical examination (Table 2). Of these 5 patients, 3 did
not undergo arterial repair (1 patient absconded), 1 patient had an
accessory brachial artery that could have accounted for distal pulses
still being present (Fig. 3), and 1 patient sustained a GSW to the thigh
with resultant superficial femoral artery stenosis and femur fracture
(Fig. 4). The admission notes stated that the patient had a palpable
dorsalis pedis artery, but this was not compared with the contralateral
side and could account for a diminished pulse not being detected.
The patient was surgically treated with an interposition vein graft and
an intramedullary femoral nail.

Discussion

The objective of the study was to determine whether physical
examination in PTE is equally accurate for all anatomical regions and
mechanisms of injury, and in patients with and without concomitant
fractures.
The first main finding of this study was that different anatomical
regions did not share the same specificity of physical examination
to exclude arterial injury in penetrating trauma to the extremity,
with physical examination having a higher specificity in the lower
limbs than in the upper limbs (96.1 v. 88.3%, respectively). When
subdividing the limbs into anatomical regions, the specificity in the
thigh was higher than in the lower leg (96.5% v. 94.4%, respectively),
while the specificity of physical examination to exclude arterial injury
in the upper arm was higher than in the forearm (89.4% v. 77.8%).
A previous study reported only two missed arterial injuries in their
series of 318 patients, both of which were axillary arteries.[7]
An explanation for this finding could be that there are two critical
arteries in the forearm, the radial and ulnar arteries, and three
critical arteries in the lower leg distal to the trifurcation, the anterior
tibial, posterior tibial and peroneal arteries. It is therefore possible to
evaluate a normal pulse in an artery different from the injured one,
and neglect to examine the pulse in the injured vessel.
The second main finding of the study was that the specificity of
physical examination to exclude an arterial injury was higher in
the case of GSWs (96.1%) compared with stab wounds (86.5%). An
explanation for this finding could be that the energy transfer in GSWs
is higher than in stabs, and so GSWs cause more significant arterial
injuries that are more easily identified with clinical examination.
However, it could also be that more significantly injured patients
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Anatomical
region

Sample
size

Sensitivity

Specificity

Upper arm

n = 90

95.7%

89.6%

Cubital fossa

n=7

Forearm

n = 31

95.6%

77.8%

Thigh

n = 155

94.1%

96.4%

Popliteal fossa

n=7

Lower leg

n = 52

93.8%

94.4%

Multiple zones

n=3

Study limitations

Fig. 2. Sample size and specificity per anatomical region.

Fig. 3. Brachial artery cut-off (arrow) with
adjacent accessory brachial artery supplying the
forearm.

Fig. 4. Attenuation of the superficial femoral
artery (arrows).

are more meticulously examined, and a
pulse deficit or hard sign of arterial injury
is therefore less likely to be missed in a
GSW than in a stab wound. In a review by
Gurien et al.,[17] a stab wound was also the
mechanism of injury in the only patient who
had normal pulses on examination and was
discharged, but later became symptomatic
and was found to have a pseudoaneurysm
of the profunda femoris artery. The findings
of the current study therefore differ from
those of Frykberg et al.[1] in 1991, who
reported ‘no difference that is attributable
to the mechanism in either the incidence of
vascular injuries or in outcome when physical
examination is used to examine proximity
penetrating trauma to an extremity’.
The third main finding of the present
study was that the specificity of physical
examin
ation alone to exclude an arterial
injury was higher in the group with
concomitant fractures than in the group
without (98.0% v. 91.1%). The reason for this
could again be that patients with fractures
are potentially examined more carefully, and
that arterial injuries are therefore more likely
to be detected; however, this remains to be
confirmed.
Based on these findings, we can recom
mend that a penetrating GSW to an
extremity is not in itself an indication to
perform CTA to exclude arterial injury. This
also holds true for a concomitant longbone fracture in the presence of PTE. These
injuries should not be seen as a ‘soft sign’ of
an arterial injury.
We cannot, however, recommend a
single strategy appropriate for all patients
with PTE. In the study by Frykberg et al.,[1]
2 patients had missed arterial injuries.[1]
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One patient was admitted to hospital and
signs of ischaemia were recognised after
12 hours, and the second patient was
discharged, but returned 30 hours later when
arterial bleeding reoccurred. If a patient is
not capable of returning to hospital, or is
not likely to (e.g. high remoteness index,
poor socioeconomic status, different cultural
beliefs), or will not recognise the onset of
hard signs of arterial injury (poor mental
capacity, substance abuser, etc.), it may
therefore be an indication to do a CTA in a
patient with a high suspicion of an arterial
injury, but without hard signs of arterial
bleeding. Cases such as these should be
individualised and managed accordingly.
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There are several limitations to this study,
the first being its retrospective nature.
Patients with PTE were investigated accor
ding to the protocol of the emergency
unit, but in some instances the comparison
of the pulse on the injured side with the
contralateral side was not documented. Had
this been done, the specificity to exclude
an arterial injury could possibly have been
higher. The hospital is, however, a level I
trauma centre with experienced clinicians
who have daily exposure to penetrating
trauma. The second limitation of the study is
the sample size. Although the overall sample
size is large compared with similar studies
in the literature, once the patients were
subdivided into different anatomical regions,
the sizes were smaller, and a statistically
relevant sample was not achieved for the
cubital or popliteal fossas.

Conclusions

The present study illustrates that physical
examination remains highly accurate to
exclude arterial injuries in PTE. Meticulous
examination and comparison of the
pulse on the injured limb with that on
the contralateral limb can save unnecessary
CTAs and the associated costs and radiation
exposure. The specificity of physical
examination to exclude an arterial injury
is not equal for all anatomical regions, and
this should be kept in mind when evaluating
patients with PTE, with the upper limb
and specifically the forearm having the
lowest specificity for clinically diagnosing
an arterial injury. Finally, although fractures
or GSWs have previously been seen by some
as a soft sign of or intermediate risk for
an arterial injury in PTE, we report the
specificity of physical examination compared
with CTA in patients with fractures or GSWs
to be higher compared with those without
fractures or GSWs. A concomitant fracture,
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Table 1. Sensitivity and specificity of physical examination compared with CTA as the gold standard
n (%)
345 (100)
128 (37.1)
90 (26.1)
7 (2.0)
31 (9.0)
0
217 (62.9)
155 (44.9)
7 (2.0)
52 (15.1)
3 (0.9)
251 (72.8)
85 (24.6)
9 (2.6)
127 (36.8)
218 (63.2)

All patients
Upper limbs
Upper arm
Cubital fossa
Forearm
Multiple
Lower limbs
Thigh
Popliteal fossa
Lower leg
Multiple
GSWs
Stabs
Other
Associated fracture
No fractures

Sensitivity, %
95.29
96.00
95.65
95.45
94.29
94.12
93.75
91.49
96.67
84.62
98.33

95% CI
88.39 - 98.70
86.29 - 99.51
78.05 - 99.89
77.16 - 99.88
80.84 - 99.30
71.31 - 99.85
69.77 - 99.84
79.62 - 97.63
89.111 - 1.00
65.13 - 95.64
93.94 - 1.00

Specificity, %
93.85
88.46
89.55
77.78
96.15
96.38
94.44
96.08
86.79
98.02
91.19

95% CI
90.20 - 96.44
79.22 - 94.59
79.65 - 95.70
39.99 - 97.19
92.24 - 98.44
91.75 - 98.81
81.34 - 99.32
92.42 - 98.29
74.66 - 94.52
93.03 - 98.97
85.67 - 95.10

CTA = computed tomography arteriography; CI = confidence interval; GSWs = gunshot wounds; - = values too small to be calculated.

Table 2. Five patients with arterial injuries missed on physical examination
Patient
1

Anatomical
Age (years) region
30
Lower limb

Arteries injured
Peroneal

Injury type
Cut-off

Fractures
Fibula

Mechanism
GSW

2

26

Thigh

SFA

Stenosis

Femur

GSW

3

25

Forearm

Cut-off

Ulna

GSW

4

24

Upper arm

Radial/ulnar/
interosseous
Brachial

Stenosis

Humerus

GSW

5

24

Upper arm

Brachial

Cut-off

Humerus

GSW

Outcome
No repair. Discharged next
morning
Repaired with interposition vein
graft
No arterial repair. Good
perfusion
No repair. Patient absconded
after CTA
Repaired. Patient had accessory
brachial artery

SFA = superficial femoral artery; GSW = gunshot wound; CTA = computed tomography arteriography.

or a GSW as the mechanism of injury, is not in itself an indication
for a CTA. A prospective trial is needed to confirm the findings of
different specificity for all anatomical regions, mechanisms of injuries
and patients with or without fractures.
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